Molecular cloning of DNA sequences coding for mouse embryonic globins.
Yolk sac derived erythroid cells in mouse embryos synthesize four embryonic globins of which two are alpha-like and two are beta-like. Pure globin messenger RNAs from these cells were used as templates for two successive polymerizing reactions and a mixture of double stranded cDNAs coding for the four globins was obtained. These molecules were blunt-end ligated to an ECoR1 digested pBR322 plasmid and the recombinant plasmids were used to transform E. coli Hb101. Bacterial clones which proved positive upon hybridization with 32P-labelled embryonic globin cDNA were amplified and their plasmid DNA was isolated. Three different plasmids were studied, namely no. 2, 16 and 54. The restriction map of these plasmids showed that: 1) plasmid no. 2 and 54 had lost extensive DNA sequences comprising the genes responsible for tetracycline resistance; 2) the size of inserted sequences ranges from 427 base pairs of plasmid no. 16 to about 280 base pairs of plasmid no. 54; 3) plasmid no. 2 does not share any of the studied restriction sites with the other plasmids, while no. 2 and 54 have at least one site in common. The coding properties of inserted DNA were determined by positive hybrid translation showing that no. 2 codes for the alpha-like embryonic chain x, while no. 16 and 54 code for a beta-like embryonic chain, either y or z.